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The Chocolate Pirate Plot
Sennett's user-friendly book outlines 101 motivational stunts, accompanied by successful case studies, that educators can
employ to creatively inspire and motivate students to higher academic achievement.

Chocolate Wishes #1
Chocolate shop owner Lee McKinney Woodyard investigates the murder of a retiring member of the library board at a board
meeting where all in attendance are suspect.

The Marseille Caper
The much anticipated Winter Arts festival is here, and as treasurer of Winterfest, Lee is up to her elbows in mix-ups behind
the scenes. When the art show's guest juror shows up drunk, Lee lets him sleep it off, only to find out later that someone's
put the visiting dignitary into a permanent state of repose. Lee and Joe were the last people spotted near the crime scene.
In a seriously sticky situation, it's up to them to find the real killer before someone else comes to a bitter end

The Chocolate Bunny Brouhaha
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"An intriguing action packed sea story of a young boy's experiences aboard the families boat, Giuseppina. The story's
setting is San Diego just after WW II where Joey learns to purse seine net to fish for bluefin tuna Moon offers a raw unsanitized view of commercial fishing in the early days where heated squabbles test a family's guile and where hunter and
prey come together in a frenzy to survive."--P. 4 of cover.

Ned and the Chocolate Cheats
Children become detectives when they solve the mysteries and discover "who done it" in each of the five crimes in this
book. Includes deductive reasoning skills, taking notes, organizing data, and analyzing evidence. Teacher's guide, with full
solutions begin each chapter.

Chocolate For a Teen's Soul
Hollywood comes to Michigan when a film producer decides to turn a local author's romance novel into a blockbuster.
Although the movie mogul's chocolate labrador is charming, Lee McKinney thinks the producer's talk is a bunch of sweet
nothings-and she grows even more suspicious when she stumbles upon a dead body.

The Chocolate Bear Burglary
In this companion to her best-selling books, One-Hour Mysteries and More One-Hour Mysteries, Carr presents five exciting
new mysteries for student detectives to tackle. Students will sharpen their sleuthing skills after completing the course
designed for great detectives at the Private Eye School, before moving on to tackle mysteries such as "The Vandal Strikes"
and "The Great Electric Train Robbery." Along the way, students will learn to analyze bloodstains and lip prints, while
decoding messages and solving challenging puzzles. Each of these mysteries requires students to think outside of the box,
organize data, take notes, make inferences, and use deductive reasoning skills. The mysteries include a teacher's guide and
attractive reproducible pages for students to use in their investigations. The Private Eye School also provides directions for
creating a classroom learning center, in which students write their own mysteries, create logic puzzles, and sketch crime
scenes.

The Chocolate Falcon Fraud
A compact connoisseur's guide, with recipes, to today's cutting-edge array of chocolates and chocolate makers from former
Chez Panisse pastry chef David Lebovitz. In this compact volume, David Lebovitz gives a succinct cacao botany lesson,
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explains the process of chocolate making, runs through chocolate terminology and types, presents information on health
benefits, offers an evaluating and buying primer, profiles the world's top chocolate makers and chocolatiers (with a whole
chapter dedicated to Paris alone!), and shares dozens of little-known factoids in sidebars throughout the book. The Great
Book of Chocolate includes more than 50 location and food photographs, and features more than 30 of Lebovitz's favorite
chocolate recipes‚ from Black-Bottom Cupcakes to Homemade Rocky Road Candy, Orange and Rum Chocolate Mousse Cake
to Double Chocolate Chip Espresso Cookies. His extensive resource section (with websites for international ordering) can
bring the world's best chocolate to every door. A self-avowed chocoholic, Lebovitz nibbles chocolate every day‚ and with
The Great Book of Chocolate in hand, he figures the rest of us will too.

The Halloween Caper
Mystery, Mayans, and Mayhem: looking for chocolate, love and an international art thief in all the wrong places. Chocolate
addict Kalena Boyko wasn't prepared for this. Heading to work at Canada's largest museum as an administrator, she hoped
for quie

Great Chocolate Caper
With this problem-based learning unit, students become public health workers as they track down the source of a
mysterious illness. The activities combine science, social studies, math, research, group collaboration, and communication
as students work inteams to solve the problem and present their findings.

The Candymakers and the Great Chocolate Chase
The first three books in the "Chocoholic Mystery Series" are packaged in one volume. The series begins with the "Chocolate
Cat Caper" and continue through "Chocolate Bear Burglary" and "Chocolate Frog Frame-up." Each tale includes chocolate
trivia and lore.

More One-Hour Mysteries
A bully named Pluto Boy tries to take the fun out of trick-or-treating. Readers will enjoy finding out what happens in this
chapter book story about Spaceboy and his friends.

Mystery Disease
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For the Fourth of July, Lee McKinney and her aunt debut their latest confections-chocolate frogs-at TenHuis Chocolade. The
first customer to buy a croaker is the town crank. But when he later disappears and police suspect foul play, it's a chocolate
clue that leads Lee to the killer.

The Chocolate Book Bandit
Fountas & Pinnell take you through every aspect of leveled books from how to select and use them for different
instructional purposes to prototype descriptions for fiction and nonfiction books at each level.

The Chocolate Puppy Puzzle
The approach of Easter means a rush of business at TenHuis Chocolade, and Lee and her aunt Nettie need all the help they
can get to make their famous chocolate bunnies and eggs. Unfortunately, new hire Bunny Birdsong is a klutzy basket case,
dropping everything she picks up. But to Lee's surprise, she's a wiz with computers and fixing the store's Web site so they
decide to keep her However, Bunny receives a few visitors they could do without: Her ex-husband, Beau; his wealthy aunt
Abigail; and his new girlfriend and her brother all descend on the shop one day and have a bitter argument. Lee hopes they
can find a peaceful way to settle their dispute and not bring any more trouble to TenHuis. But when Abigail's body is
discovered in the vacant store next door, it's clear to Lee there's a bad egg in her midst. Now she's on the hunt to find out
who it is.

The Great Lollipop Caper
After giving up her career as a Texas trophy wife, 28-year-old Lee McKinney finds herself in a Michigan resort town, keeping
the books for her Aunt Nettie’s luxury chocolate business. But she soon finds that her new life isn’t all truffles and
bonbons… Clementine Ripley, the defense attorney everyone loves to hate, is throwing a party that calls for several
thousand dollars worth of custom chocolates—some made in the image of her champion cat. Lee jumps at the job, but
sweet success takes a bitter turn when someone adds and extra ingrediant—cyanide—to one of their delicious chocolates
and it finds its way into Ms. Ripley’s mouth. Now it’s up to Lee to figure out who tampered with Aunt Nettie’s recipe before
they find themselves behind not-so-chocolate bars. INCLUDES YUMMY CHOCOLATE TRIVIA!

The Chocolate Snowman Murders
One cranky caper is about to learn that being salty might be just as good as being sweet. Includes audio! Having adults love
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his acidic taste is not enough for Mr. Caper. He wants more. He wants the children of the world to love him—just as much as
they love the sweet, saccharine Lollipop. And thus a plot is hatched: Caper-flavored lollipops are dispatched throughout the
worldand everything goes horribly wrong. Will Mr. Caper find a way to repair the havoc he’s wreaked by over-reaching?
Maybe, if Lollipop helps save the day! This quirky tale with audio, illustrated with humor and heart, contains sweet and salty
delights for both adults and children.

The Chocolate Lab (The Chocolate Lab #1)
Who doesn’t love chocolate? Here are delicious sweet and savory chocolate recipes, along with the fascinating story of how
North America's first organic and Fair Trade chocolate factory came to be (and why they are so passionate about how their
chocolate is made). Theo Chocolate is dedicated to making the world a better place. From bean to bar, Theo Chocolate uses
organic ingredients and is committed to Fair Trade practices, working closely with farmers around the world who grow the
cocoa beans used in their chocolate. This book not only shares Theo's story and their passion for doing the right thing, but
also celebrates the decadent pleasure of enjoying excellent chocolate thanks to 75 recipes to make at home along with fullcolor photographs throughout. From the Hardcover edition.

The Chocolate Mouse Trap
Tenth in the national bestselling Chocoholic mystery seriessweet! Ever since Young Blackbeard became the biggest movie
of the decade, everyone has caught pirate fever, including the residents of Warner Pier. TenHuis Chocolade is raking in the
booty and selling out of chocolate treasure chests, pirate hats and ships. When Lee McKinney Woodyard and her husband
Joe take their boat out on Lake Michigan, they're stunned when a mischievous band of pirates hops on board. Lee's is the
first boat boarded that summer, and the town couldn't be more amused by the mysterious buccaneers. But when a body
washes up on shore, the pirates' antics stop being so entertaining. Now Lee has to figure out the truth behind the Warner
Pier Pirates, before someone else winds up walking the plank.

Trouble at Table 5 #1: The Candy Caper
In a world where many animals can talk, an exuberant Jack Russell and his person must conquer foes and race across the
world in an adventure of a lifetime! When Gizzmo, the technologically talented cat from next door, tells Ned about a
robbery at the local shop, he immediately gets his person to take him for a walk to investigate.

The Great Book of Chocolate
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"I'm Jason Starbuck. Are you Jacaranda Silverbark? I'm supposed to find" "Jackie." "She is," answered Mei Lin. ..".her," said
Jason. "A talking fox? What's going on here?" "There is no time for chit chat," interrupted Mei Lin. "There will be time later, if
we can get out of here. We're in big trouble." "I can see that, Ma'am. What do you want me to do?" "I like that. Haven't been
called Ma'am for centuries. Dig a hole in that wall while I keep the crowd entertained." Jason knelt down and taking his
spear began to dig into the side of the wall. The sharp spear point easily cut through the wattle and plaster construction.
Jackie pulled the debris out of his way. "Careful," Jason cautioned her. "I don't want to cut you." "How did you know my
name," Jackie asked? "Why were you looking for me?" "The Master sent me here to find you and your fox. I'm supposed to
protect you. What's this all about?"

Elfish Fantasy
"The great chocolate caper is a mystery created for children to solve. The students develop deductive thinking skills as they
learn to solve a variety of logic problems. Each problem provides and important clue in the mystery. Using the clues, the
student detectives eliminate the suspects, one by one, until only the culprit remains and the mystery is solved."--Page 4.

Theft by Chocolate
Dawn is worried about moving to a new school this year, but when she meets magical bunny Arrow she realizes this year
might not be so lonely after all.

The Chocolate-Covered Contest
From the bestselling author of The Chocolate Clown Corpse, it’s murder, my sweet, for a chocolatier whose love of old crime
films plunges her into a real-life murder where the motives aren’t so black and white… The Warner Pier tourism board is
kicking off its Tough Guys and Private Eyes film festival with The Maltese Falcon, and Lee Woodyard and her Aunt Nettie are
preparing a delicious chocolate noir tie-in at TenHuis Chocolade. What Lee isn’t prepared for is a face from the past: Jeff
Godfrey, her former stepson. The last time Jeff showed up in town, he wound up being accused of murder. Now he says he’s
only in Warner Pier to see Bogart on the big screen. Honest. Jeff may now be a college grad, but that doesn’t mean he’s any
less naïve than the kid Lee had to bail out of trouble earlier. There are all those strange phone calls, a girlfriend who’s
secretly on Jeff’s tail, and a pack of suspicious-sounding acquaintances right out of Dashiell Hammett. Then Jeff goes
missing, the Falcon theme is haunting everyone, and a body falls at Lee’s feet when she opens the front door – just like in
the movie. Now Lee is under deadline to rewrite the ending of a cunning killer’s increasingly convincing murder plot…
Includes Tasty Chocolate Trivia!
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Private Eye School - More One-Hour Mysteries for the Classroom
Cocoa is cooking up trouble!Take one family's chocolate shop, add a dash of competition with the fancy new store on the
block, stir in a candy-crazy Labrador named Cocoaand you've got a recipe for disaster! If Mason and Hannah can win first
prize at the annual Chocolate Expo, they may be able to save their parents' shop. But Cocoa can't control himself in the
kitchen. And one more mess means they'll have to say goodbye to their pup for good!

The Olive and the Caper
Chocolate-shop manager Lee McKinney has had enough of party planner Julie Singletree's cutesy e-mails. Then somebody
actually kills the woman, putting everyone on her mailing list on edge. As their connections to the murder emerge, so do
more attacks. Lee smells a rat-and it's not made of chocolate. And if she doesn't want to be permanently deleted, it's up to
her to trap it.

One-Hour Mysteries
From the illustrator of the #1 smash hit The Day the Crayons Quit comes a whodunnit just right for the youngest of readers
(not to mention instructions for how to build the perfect paper airplane!) The animals? homes are disappearing. Tree by
tree, the forest is being cut down. Clues! There must be clues. For instance, look--there is a mysterious bear carrying an ax!
But what would a bear want with so many trees? Perhaps the discarded paper airplanes littering the forest floor have a
story to tell? Oliver Jeffers' quirky, childlike humor and lovable illustrations are in full effect in this funny whodunit featuring
a winning cast of animals and a message about the importance of conservation and recycling.

The Chocolate Clown Corpse
When a dusty old trophy awarded to her aunt's high school singing group turns up and brings back memories of an
unsolved murder, chocolate shop manager Lee McKinney Woodyard realizes it is actually a clue to a present-day killing.
Reprint. 30,000 first printing.

Leveled Books (K-8)
The highly-anticipated sequel to the New York Times bestselling novel The Candymakers by beloved author Wendy Mass It
has been a few months since the nationwide New Candy Contest, and Logan, Miles, Philip, and Daisy have returned to their
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regular lives. But when the winning candy bar comes down the conveyor belt at the Life is Sweet candy factory, Logan
realizes something's very wrong. When the Candymaker announces that they will be going on tour to introduce the new
candy bar, the four friends see this as an opportunity to make things right. But with a fifty-year-old secret revealed and
stakes higher for each of them than they ever imagined, they will have to trust one another--and themselves--in order to
face what lies ahead. In this action-packed sequel to the bestselling novel The Candymakers, prepare to embark on a
journey full of hidden treasures, secret worlds, and candy. LOTS and LOTS of candy.

Theo Chocolate
Nancy can hardly believe it. While visiting an amusement park owned by the world-famous Royal Chocolates Company, her
friend Bess tears open a million-dollar candy wrapper in a contest. But when they go to collect, they’re told that someone
else has won. And then they’re accused of tampering with the winning wrapper! Something is rotten in chocolatetown. The
proof comes when Nancy and her friends are treated to a near-death experience in the park’s animal safari. Someone’s
pulling a million-dollar swindle, and getting Nancy and her friends out of the way seems to be the icing on the cake. If
Nancy isn’t careful, she just might learn the real meaning of “Death by Chocolate.”

The Chocolate Castle Clue
**FREE SAMPLER** Explore a myriad of flavours in this exclusive sampler of The Cardamom Trail, from The Great British
Bake Off's Chetna Makan. Chetna is known for her unique recipes, which introduce colourful spices, aromatic herbs and
other Indian ingredients into traditional Western baked favourites. Out in April, The Cardamom Trail includes rare but
precious traditional bakes from India, as well as new spice-infused recipes. Whether it's a sponge cake with a cardamom
and coffee filling; puff pastry bites filled with fenugreek paneer; a swirly bread rolled with citrusy coriander, mint and green
mango chutney; or a steamed strawberry pudding flavoured with cinnamon, Chetna's Indian influences will transform your
baking from the familiar to the exotic, from the ordinary to the extraordinary.

Crime de Cocoa
CONFESSIONS OF A CONFECTIONER After leaving her bad-news husband back in Texas, Lee McKinney moved up north to a
quaint resort town. Now she keeps the books for her aunt’s luxury-chocolate shop. But Lee soon finds that Michigan winters
can be murder. Lee and Aunt Nettie can’t believe their luck. A teddy bear promotion will have tourists flocking to Warner
Pier, which could mean skyrocketing sales for TenHuis Chocolade. To help decorate the scrumptious store, their friend Gail,
an antique dealer, lends them a collection of valuable chocolate molds. But after a burglary at the shop, Gail meets with a
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grisly fate—and the main suspect in her murder is Lee’s troubled teenage stepson. Lee sets out to clear his name, but
awakening long-hibernating family secrets might be more than this daring crime solver can bear… INCLUDES TASTY
CHOCOLATE TRIVIA!

The Chocolate Shark Shenanigans
Lovable rogue and sleuth extraordinaire Sam Levitt is back in another beguiling, as-only-Peter-Mayle-can-write-it romp
through the South of France. At the end of The Vintage Caper, Sam had just carried off a staggering feat of derring-do in the
heart of Bordeaux, infiltrating the ranks of the French elite to rescue a stolen, priceless wine collection. With the
questionable legality of the adventure—and the threat of some very powerful enemies!—Sam thought it’d be a while before
he returned to France, especially with the charms of the beautiful Elena Morales to keep him in Los Angeles. But when the
immensely wealthy Francis Reboul—the victim of Sam’s last heist but someone who knows talent when he sees it—asks our
hero to take a job in Marseille, it’s impossible for Sam and Elena to resist the possibility of further excitement . . . to say
nothing of the pleasures of the region. Soon the two are enjoying the coastal sunshine and the delectable food and wine for
which Marseille is known. Yet as a competition over Marseille’s valuable waterfront grows more hotly disputed, Sam,
representing Reboul, finds himself in the middle of an increasingly intrigue-ridden and dangerous real-estate grab, with
thuggish gangsters on one side and sharklike developers on the other. Will Sam survive this caper unscathed? Will he live to
enjoy another bowl of bouillabaisse? All will be revealed—with luck, savvy, and a lot of help from Sam’s friends—in the
novel’s wonderfully satisfying climax.

Death by Chocolate
In the newest mystery from nationally bestselling author Joanna Carl, a dive into house flipping becomes a deadly flop.
When a house near Lee and Joe's home goes up for sale, the couple teams up with Lee's aunt and uncle, Nettie and Hogan,
to buy it, remodel it, and resell it for a sweet profit. But after the owners of the house, the Baileys, accept their offer, a local
developer, Richard "Spud" Dirk, suddenly swoops in with a higher one, and it seems their dreams might be snatched away.
Lee, never as passionate about the plan as her husband and uncle, is anxious to get back to focusing on managing TenHuis
Chocolade. But when a long-hidden gun is found behind a pipe in the Baileys' basement, she begins to suspect a mystery is
afoot. And when Spud turns up dead in the Baileys' carport a few days later, it becomes clear there's something rotten at
the foundation. To solve the murder, Lee will have to strip away layers of secrets--that is, if someone doesn't level her first.

The Cardamom Trail
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Children become detectives when they solve the mysteries and discover "who done it" in each of the five crimes in this
book. Includes deductive reasoning skills, taking notes, organizing data, and analyzing evidence.

The Chocolate Cat Caper
From the author of Stick Dog comes the first book in a highly illustrated early chapter book series about three best friends
whose plans, missions, and schemes are sure to shake up their school. Featuring two-color art on every page and fun
activities at the end of each book! Molly gets things stuck in her head sometimes. When she sees a jar of candy on Principal
Shelton’s desk, she absolutely needs to know how many candies are in that jar! Luckily, her two best friends, Simon and
Rosie, are ready to help her find the answer—even if it means detention for all of them! Each hilarious friendship story in
this series is designed to set independent readers up for success—with short, fast-paced chapters, black-and-red art on
every page, and progress bars at the end of each chapter!

Chocolate Moon
Lindsay Powell's only secret is the recipe for her chocolate chip cookies, but she is surrounded by neighbors with deadly
secrets. Suddenly Lindsay finds herself battling poisoned chocolate, a dead man who doesn't seem very dead and a psycho
stalker. Her best friend and co-worker, Paula, dyes her blond hair brown, hides from everybody and insists on always having
an emergency exit from any room. Secrets from Paula's past have come back to put lives in jeopardy. Determined to help
Paula and to save her own life, Lindsay enlists the reluctant aid of another neighbor, Fred, an OCD computer nerd. In spite
of his mundane existence, Fred possesses tidbits of knowledge about such things as hidden microphones, guns and the
inside of maximum security prisons.

The Great Paper Caper
Lee Woodyard is the manager and chief chocolatier of the popular chocolate shop TenHuis Chocolade, located in the idyllic
Lake Michigan resort of Warner Pier. But don't be fooled into thinking she is a mere chocolate shop master with only cocoa
on her mind. Oh no. Lee is also an enthusiastic amateur sleuth. When she's not making chocolate, she is solving crime.It's a
good job, then, that plenty of crime finds its way to Warner Pier. In The Chocolate Clown Corpse, the town's most hated
clown meets a bitter end. And it's up to Lee to unmask a killer in disguise.

101 Stunts for Principals to Inspire Student Achievement
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Rich, enticing, and delectable as a luscious box of chocolates, this collection offers 55 tales of life and love as a teenager.
From teens of every age, including women who remember what it was like, come stories of first love, first jobs, best friends,
heartbreak, hope, innocence, and the real world. Poignant, funny, and powerful, these stories tell it like it is. From the
recollection of a first kiss to tales of self-consciousness about a changing body, from painful struggles with parents and
grandparents to the joy of abiding family love, teens will see themselves in these pages and find comfort in knowing that
they are not alone.

The Chocolate Frog Frame-Up
This is the year "It's Greek to me" becomes the happy answer to what's for dinner. My Big Fat Greek Wedding, the
upcoming epic Troy, the 2004 Summer Olympics returning to Athens--and now, yet another reason to embrace all things
Greek: The Olive and the Caper, Susanna Hoffman's 700-plus-page serendipity of recipes and adventure. In Corfu, Ms.
Hoffman and a taverna owner cook shrimp fresh from the trap--and for us she offers the boldly-flavored Shrimp with Fennel,
Green Olives, Red Onion, and White Wine. She gathers wild greens and herbs with neighbors, inspiring Big Beans with
Thyme and Parsley, and Field Greens and Ouzo Pie. She learns the secret to chewy country bread from the baker on
Santorini and translates it for American kitchens. Including 325 recipes developed in collaboration with Victoria Wise (her coauthor on The Well-Filled Tortilla Cookbook, with over 258,000 copies in print), The Olive and the Caper celebrates all things
Greek: Chicken Neo-Avgolemeno. Fall-off-the-bone Lamb Shanks seasoned with garlic, thyme, cinnamon and coriander.
Siren-like sweets, from world-renowned Baklava to uniquely Greek preserves: Rose Petal, Cherry and Grappa, Apricot and
Metaxa. In addition, it opens with a sixteen-page full-color section and has dozens of lively essays throughout the
book--about the origins of Greek food, about village life, history, language, customs--making this a lively adventure in
reading as well as cooking.
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